
Our growing company is looking for a technology executive. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technology executive

Provide daily/weekly updates to manger on individual sales activity
Strategize with management and teammates to accomplish weekly, monthly,
quarterly and yearly growth goals
Be part of a business which is experiencing double digit growth and greatly
values the contribution of technology in that growth
Work in a fast paced front office environment working alongside highly
motivated engineers developing electronic trading systems using latest open
source web technologies
Be part of a technology organization with a strong culture of learning and
where innovation and new ideas are encouraged and awarded
Design, develop, test and document highly reliable new applications, tools
and workflows to support new revenue opportunities, trader efficiency and
associated infrastructure, in a structured, disciplined environment
Have opportunity to work with several different technology platforms
deployed within the Derivatives business including proprietary scripting
language (Slang and SecDB), Java, Scala and database platform
Form strong client relationships with traders (from Analyst to Managing
Director level), operations and other key users
Be a strong team player, highly motivated, keen to take on responsibility,
able to work independently and successfully manage and maintain a high
workload in a busy environment
Develop best practices for advancing workflows for production and post

Qualifications for technology executive

Example of Technology Executive Job Description
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Excellent organizational skills and ability to effectively handle multiple
priorities
Coordinate monthly Town Halls arranging logistics in multiple locations for
over 900 employees
Extensive experience of technology experience and managing complex
programmes in global financial institutions
Bachelor’s degree is required, Finance or Accounting, Computer Science or
Engineering degree strongly preferred (or equivalent experience), MBA a
plus
Must have strong results orientation with demonstrated track record of
success
Must be forward thinking and process driven


